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Description: Thimbleweed Park - a long-awaited paradise for the Smart Quest Mobile platform in the best tradition of longtime members of the genre. Lots of humor, complicated plot, some heroes, interesting puzzles, unforgettable characters and more make this game a real reward for those who love
high-quality projects. Welcome to Timblvid Park, where you can forget common sense and immerse yourself in stunning madness. Features: * From Ron Gilbert and Gary Winnick, creators of Monkey Island and Maniac Mansion. * A neo-noir mystery from 1987. * 5 playable characters that can work
together... or get on each other's nerves. * No running simulator! * Satisfying puzzles intertwined with twisty stories that will stay with you. * A great, strange world that you can explore at your own pace. Thimbleweed Park 1.0.7 build 76 Apk Full + OBB Data Latest Version is an Adventure Android
gameDownload the latest version of Thimbleweed Park Apk Full + OBB Data For Android with direct linkWelcome to Thimbleweed Park. Population: 80 nutcases. A haunted hotel, an abandoned circus, a burning pillow factory, a corpse picnicking under a bridge, a toilet running in a vacuum tube... You
never ™ a place like this before. Five people with similarities have been drawn to this seedy, forgotten city. They don'™ know it, but they're all very connected. And they're ™'re being watched. Who does Agent Ray really work for and will he get what they want? ... What did Agent Junior Reyes know
about the 20-year-old factory fire ™ he said? ... Can a ghost, Franklin, talk to his daughter again? ... Will Ransome the *Beeping* Clown ever be a decent human being? ... Will would-be game developer Delores abandon her dreams and stay with her family? ... And most importantly: why doesn't anyone
care about the body? At the end of a long and strange night in Thimbleweed Park, all this will be answered – and you will ™ for everything you think you know. In a city like Thimbleweed Park, corpses are your least problem. Key Features: + From Ron Gilbert and Gary Winnick, creators of Monkey Island
and Maniac Mansion. + A neo-noir mystery set in 1987. + 5 playable characters who can work togetherâ€¦ or face each otherâ€¦ ™ english nerves. + Not a walking simulator! + Satisfying puzzles intertwined with twisty-turny stories that will stay with you. + Vast and strange world to explore at your own
pace. + A joke every 2 minutes... guaranteed!* + Two difficulty levels and a built-in instructions system. + English voice with English, German, French, Italian, Russian, and Spanish subtitles. * Not a guarantee. Thimbleweed Park Apk Full + OBB DataThimbleweed Park Apk Full + OBB Instructions :APK
install it on your android device.com.terribletoybox.thimbleweedparkandroid copy to the android folder / obbEnter game And enjoy it DLandroid ðS™'Whats New:Reverted permissions setting. Google Play A haunted hotel, abandoned circus, on fire factories, bodies cremated under bridges, toilets working
with vacuum tubes... There's no way you've ever visited a city like that. Five individuals who seem to oppose each other have been lured to this almost deserted city. They still don't know it, but they're all very connected. + New game by Ron Gilbert and Gary Winnick, creator of Monkey Island and Maniac
Mansion. + Mystery neo + black occurred in 1987. + 5 playable characters that can work together... as well as to get nerves. + NOT a running simulator! + Logical puzzles (sometimes) are integrated in complex scenarios that will keep you in suspense until denouement. + Explore vast and exciting worlds
at your own pace. Side scroll adventure games often have distinctive elements to draw players into their inner world. Players always have a curious nature, so adventure games often contain a lot of interesting things for players to get around to explore and uncover. In addition, many games also apply
many elements from other genres, making the gameplay richer and more diverse. A simple example of those elements is Thimbleweed Park, a point-n-click adventure game, and combined with puzzle, detective, and horror elements to give players the perfect gameplay. It can be said that this game will
be a perfect representation of the classic detective film, with a combination of dark tones, and the time is mostly at night to emphasize the element of horror. INTERESTING STORY FOR YOU ENJOY Starting the story, the player becomes Agent Ray, an investigator, on his way to Thimbleweed Park to
investigate the disappearance of the locals. Thimbleweed Park does not stand out and has no tourists, is surrounded by vast forests, and even the Park exudes a dull atmosphere, at the same time, scary. However, there are many interesting places for players to play, such as Haunted Hotel, Abandoned
Circus, A Burnt-Out Factory, and more. Each location will have a separate role throughout the storyline, and players will have to interact with locals to find more clues about the corpse, as well as the killer. In addition, Thimbleweed Park also has many other mysteries besides killers for players to explore,
and it will add a lot of horror elements to give players a more emotional experience. TYPICAL POINT-N-CLICK GAMEPLAY Thimbleweed Park's gameplay structure is point-n-click, which means players will control their character around town by tapping on locations to interact. The game also uses side-
scrolling elements with retro pixel graphics to make the game stand out more with its gameplay. Based on the story of the game, players must go to the necessary places, interact with the environment, gather information from people, and many other things. Of course, everything can be done by About. In
addition, players must collect clues scattered throughout the city, analyze them, thus drawing conclusions to convict the killer. Killer. with NPCs is the key to ending the game, because players must know how to deceive them, while also extracting the information necessary for the job. INTERTWINED
PUZZLE WITH MINI-GAMES ACROSS THE PARK Features to identify side scroll adventure games are puzzle elements hidden throughout their gameplay. The same goes for Thimbleweed Park, where players have to solve puzzles combined with mini-games to develop storylines. Puzzles can appear in
various forms, as objects, or as unsolved cases, as well as mini-games that will appear whenever the player interacts with important points. By adding puzzle elements intertwined with mini-games, Thimbleweed Park is taken to the next level in the adventure game genre. In addition, everything will
become interesting, dramatic, intense, and even more impressive as the player continues the plot as the game is created to give players a variety of different emotions. THIMBLEWEED PARK'S VARIOUS PLAYABLE CHARACTERS will have the main character Agent Ray, but at the same time give
players new characters for them to explore their stories and secret personalities. The main difference between each character is the way they reason and handle situations, and their personality can easily influence the entire storyline at the player's discretion. In addition, by exploring Thimbleweed Park,
players will also have the opportunity to explore everyone's personal storyline and even better understand their relationship with this ruined city. The diversity of characters will make the gameplay richer and more diverse, giving players even more opportunities to uncover secrets throughout the city with
each character. BUILT-IN HINT SYSTEM FOR STORY PROGRESS Thimbleweed Park is just a small town, but enough to shake players' minds from the amount of information, mystery, and cases in this. Players have to interact with environments, NPCs, and many other things to find answers. However,
the game will run easy on players because many moments leave them confused and do not know what to do next, and they will need clues to find their next clue. Thimbleweed Park will have the novel's built-in clue system, Instead of appearing as a function, their characters will automatically reason to
lead the cast. After a period of inactivity, the character will give clues in the form of questions, so players can look for their environment to make progress with the gameplay. Thimbleweed Park can be considered a perfect example of a puzzle adventure game when it has rich gameplay, diverse
characters, and an abundant search system. Not only that, the detective element is clearly emphasized, because players must use discretion to local communities, as well as finding out small details in each case. The story takes place in a remote town, once a bustling place, a luxury hotel with high-rise
buildings, a bustling business district and the largest pillow factory in the country, but now it's just a city that Shrouded. One day, there's a mysterious murder case, two federal police officers are found in the city dead, dead and abnormal, and this case involves a lot of suspects, each suspect looks very
suspicious, the whole city is shrouded in a mysterious and strange atmosphere, always creepy. From the outline story, it's easy to make people curious and find out what the idea is! The game provides five different roles, such as cursed circus clown, no power game designer, selling pillow sellers, you
can switch between these roles, they have mastered the silver lotus park Various areas of information, players can freely explore the territory and master effective information, step by step to open the city can not tell the truth. The operation of this game is a collection of evidence of traditional click-roads,
dialogue with npcs to get the story, details of the game is well described, the general game atmosphere is easily reflected, the plot should be partial black humor, by forming characters to reflect changes in the city. City.
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